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ated and tried to put these things
together In a way that we think
makes the most sense."
Linda Dobb, committee member and library dean, said each
committee member made sacrifices in their area of interest to
benefit the entire campus.
"As with every campus effort,
there were compromises made.
We tried to come up with a comprehensive effort for the entire
campus," Dobb said. "It is like
we want to build an airplane and

SALT LAKE CITY - A Jewish
Salem, Ohio, couple has filed a
civil-rights lawsuit against the
state and a private custodian
service, alleging discrimination
and retaliation in the loss of their
Jobs as janitors in the Utah Capitol.
William Silverman, 55, and
Nancy Silverman,' 59, who
cleaned the Capitol for nearly six
years, filed the federal lawsuit
Tuesday.
Attached to their complaint are
conclusions by the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, upholding their claim
that Dawes Janitorial and the
state discriminated against them.
The Silvermans worked for a
succession of three private Janitorial services that cleaned the
Capitol under a contract with the
state.
The couple's lawyers, David
Sonnenrelch and Jensie Anderson of the American Civil Liberties Union, said in court papers
that the employment problem
began in April 1992 when an antiSemitic message was found
taped to their locker at the data
processing center in the Capitol
complex.
State officials determined a data-processing employee was responsible for the note, and supposedly disciplined him, according to the suit
During a grievance hearing for
the employee that the Silvermans
were not allowed to attend, state
lawyers indicated the Silvermans
would not continue in their Jobs,
the suit says, calling It "retalia-

Sec REPORT, page three.

See SUIT, page three.

Today is last day for
USG elections
Today la the last day for
Undergraduate Student
Government election. Students can vote at the Union
from 9 a.m. until S p.m. and
In the Jerome Library from
4 p.m. to 11 p.m.
The winners of the election will be announced Friday at 9a.m. in Prout Hall.

Angry crowd causes
forfeiture of World
Cup semifinal
cricket match
CALCUTTA, India Crowds hurled objects
and burned trash to vent
their anger at a poor performance by the home team
today, causing India to forfeit its World Cup semifinal
cricket match to Sri Lanka.
The victory moved Sri
Lanka into the finals.
After the game was held
up for 20 minutes, the Indian team tried to resume
the game, but the crowd
again hurled glass bottles
and match referee Cli ve
Lloyd awarded the game to
Sri Lanka.
Police were unable to
clear the ground of trash
and arrange to ensure suitable conditions for resumption of the game,
which was halted in the 35th
over, with the Indian score
at 120 for eight wickets.
Lloyd said on television
that he was disappointed
with the behavior of the
crowd. There was much
confusion in the beginning
about whether the match
bad been awarded to Sri
Lanka, but after the interruption, the authorities
formally announced that
the game had been called.
The players were stranded at the stadium for about
45 minutes as thousands of
spectators crowded the
route to their hotels.

Quote of
the day
"The technology
report is the runway to get us off
the ground."
,
\
1

-Library Dean Linda
Dobb, about the
proposed campus
technology plan

Robert Shields gestures toward the 1 million plus words of his
1993 dairy In this 199S photo taken In his Dayton, Wash., home.

Ckrinsphcr AaferMarTkc AiMcUted PrcM
Each year he fills a volume this size with everything that happened during his day, logged in five-minute increments.

CTPSC drafts new technology plan
Presidential-appointed committee prioritizes University needs
Jay Young
The BC News
A step in forming a technology
plan to carry the University into
the future has been completed by
the Campus Technology Plan
. Steering Committee.
The presidential-appointed
committee has finished a draft of
a plan to prioritize the University's technology needs. The needs
include things like networking,
employee access, students and
classrooms. Trw. committee developed models assuming a bud-

get of $10 million.
Louis Katzner, committee
chairman and Graduate College
dean, said the report draft will be
available around campus and online He said the report will be
completed with the addition of
$7- and $4- million models after
members of the community have
an opportunity to give their Input
at two open forums.
"One of the functions of these
listening sessions that we're
holding next week Is to get feedback from the community,"
Katzner said.

The first session will be March
20 at 4 p.m. In US Olscamp Hall.
The second forum Is March 21 at
12 p.m. In 113 Olscamp Hall.
Katzner said a lot of research
was done to come to the $10 million recommendation, which includes a suggestion for one computer per student in each residence hall.
"We've reviewed many reports
that have been pre-issued on
campus, other institutional plans,
several publication and talked to
various groups to get input,"
Katzner said. "Then we deliber-

Forbes adandons bid for
presidential nomination
Richard Kell
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - With just 76
delegates to show for his $30 million investment, Steve Forbes
decided Wednesday to abandon
his bid for the Republican presidential nomination and throw his
support to GOP front-runner Bob
Dole, aides said.
Forbes planned a Thursday
afternoon withdrawal announcement in Washington, said campaign manager Bill Dal Col. A
senior Forbes aide, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said
Forbes would endorse Dole and
pledge his help In defeating
President Clinton in the fall.
Dal Col said one reason Forbes
put off the formal announcement
for a day was so that his family
could join him.
"No doubt about It, it helps,"
Dole said when asked about the
effect of Forbes' withdrawal. He
declined further comment until
Forbes makes his remarks
Thursday.
Forbes had vowed as recently
as Wednesday morning to stay in
the race through the March 19
Midwestern primaries, maintain-

Straight Shooter

Consulting with Forbes during
ing as he has in recent weeks that
he wants to take his flat-tax mes- the day were former Sens. Malcolm Wallop and Bob Kasten.
sage to the voters.
Former Housing Secretary Jack
But In the face of Tuesday's Kemp whose offer to serve as a
defeat, he talked openly about bridge between Forbes and Dole
getting out of the race if he didn't enmeshed the campaign in conhave a strong showing in next troversy during its final days
week's Rust Belt primaries, set- also attended some of the sesting in motion a series of night- sions.
"My hope would be that Bob
and-day consultations that led to
Dole would reach out to Steve
his decision to withdraw.
immediately," Kemp said after
And after spending much of the decision became public. "So
the day closeted in a Washington far he has shown no magnanimity
hotel room with advisers, Forbes in victory ...(T)hey made a rather
accepted their judgment that the half-hearted plea for unity last
chances for a victory in Illinois, night but didn't mention Steve's
Ohio, Michigan or Wisconsin contribution to the debate and to
were bleak, given Dole's big lead. the cause."
Forbes then began considering
Forbes' decision came after the
quitting sooner and contacted
several associates outside his euphoria of winning the Delawsenior campaign staff before are and Arizona primaries evapmaking his decision, sources orated in the face of a string of
resounding defeats.
said.
A key issue was when and
Since Arizona, Forbes has not
where to make the announcement Forbes considered return- spent much money on television
ing to his New Jersey home to advertising, a sign to campaign
withdraw, but eventually decided watchers that he had reached the
to stay in the capital, according limit of how deep he was willing
to a source familiar with the de- to dig into his personal fortune to
finance his campaign.
liberations.

Rich ForvgreafTfcc AiiacUtcd Preii
Tony Jones, left, puts up a shot against bis friend Jar-rod Hamilton In Erie, Pa., Tuesday. Jones and Hamilton were taking advantage of the spring-like weather.
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Bob Romans live and fizzing
NASA generates
money in space
! I want to echo the good words
Roarke Llttlefleld said about
NASA In his March 5 column.
For over 30 years I've followed
NASA activities, and not just its
most visible part - the space
program, for NASA is not just
about space shuttle flights and its
celebrated trips to the moon.
NASA is famous for its "spinoffs" - technology brought down
to earth for everyday use, which
has made NASA one of the few
government agencies which has
made more money than It has
spent, a ratio of 1:8, if not 1:10!
Meaning for every dollar NASA
spends, eight to ten dollars
comes back as products for
everyone! Here is just a small
sample of NASA spinof f s:
NASA's aeronautical research
has produced more aerodynamic
aircraft, quieter and more economic jet and turbofan engines,
and the grooves which eliminates
hydroplaning you see on the
roads and runways came from
NASA research.
Ask the students in computer
sciences what NASA research
has done for their field. Before
NASA, computers were extremely slow, filled entire rooms
and weighed tons. Becauses fast,
reliable computers had to fit in
the tiny confines of the Gemini

spacecraft, the way was found to
make them fit and be used to
compute orbital trajectories.
Although not Invented specifically for NASA, Velcro was (and
still is) so extensively used from
the Mercury program on, It's become widely popular for shoes,
backpacks, bulletproof vests,
diapers, and even used to attach
body panels on cars.
The fabric roof you've seen on
the Silverdome, the Metrodome,
and many other structures
around the world uses the same
type of cloth used for the astronaut's spacesuits - which was
developed and .s made by Owens
Corning Fiberglass from Toledo,
Ohio.
If your bathroom has the outlets with the circuit breaker inside - GFCIs (Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters) - you're looking at a NASA spinof f.
In closing, I want to say I'm
strongly against NASA relinquishing its operation of the
shuttle fleet to McDonnelDouglas and Rockwell International, as I don't trust their claim
the safety record will be the
same as NASA's. Remember, the
Challenger disaster was caused
by Morton Thiokol management
forcing their engineers to approve the launch, even when they
proved the cold would be disastrous, so it can happen again.

The day had finally come. The
hour was at hand. I was going to
Disney World! Oops. Wrong story. I was going to meet Bob
Romans! I hurried to get to the
life science building right at 2:30.
I tried the doorknob. I peeked in
the window. He wasn't there. OH
MY GOSH SOMEONE KIDNAPPED BOB ROMANS!!
Just then someone walked by.
"Oh, Dr. Romans should be back
in a minute."
"Just as I thought," I mumbled
to myself, "A conspiracy." But on
the off chance that Bob hadn't
been kidnapped, I decided to wait
around. I was getting ready to
leave, but I looked deep down inside myself and I started to believe. I wasnt just going to walk
away. I stared down the pop
machine. "Bob Romans, if you're
out there, speak now or forever
hold your peace." As a finishing
touch I reached out and touched a
button on the pop machine. I
closed my eyes ... and then
CLUNK Cha-chink- cha-chinkcha-chink- ... A Seven Up had
fallen from above, and now, as if
possessed, the machine was spitting out all of the change inside
of it. This went on for five
minutes (really it did, there's no
way I could make this up), and
then I heard a voice. I walked
back to Bob Romans' office and
he had appeared!
I introduced myself as
someone very interested in the
pop machine. I then proceeded to
Interview Dr. Romans as no one
else had before (except the Russians during the 60s, but they
were only interested In how to

make cheese individually instead
of as a group like they had been
doing).
Q. How long have you been a
professor at the university?
A: Since 1969.
Q: Where did you graduate
from?
A: I did my undergrad work
and masters at the University of
Wisconsin-Superior, and I
received my PhD. at Arizona
•State.
Q: When was the pop machine
dedicated to you?
A: In 1994. There was a party, I
gave a speech, it was a very big
deal. Up until that point my only
claim to fame was being a wrong
answer to a BGSU Trivia question (He was one of the ten original BG faculty members. He retired as a science professor In
1936 and served as curator of the
University Museum until his
death in 1948. a) Edwin L
Moseley b) C.L Matrzolff c)
Frank Ogg d) Bob Romans - The
answer is A. However, I like to
choose C because if you take the
'ank' out of 'Frank' it becomes
Frogg).
Cj Why? (because of long service to the university, drug lords,
etc.) And WHY A POP
MACHINE?!??!
A: Well, at the Biology department meeting at the beginning of
every year, when they asked if
anybody had any suggestions I
raised my hand. And as a joke,
every year I asked if we could
get a pop machine, because we
had to walk to the math science
building to get pop every morning. Everyone laughed, because I

did it every year. So a couple of
years ago the Biology department got a new chairman, and the
first thing he did was to fill out
the form and order a new pop
machine. And - poof - instant
hero! (Okay, so he really didn't
say the last part, but he should've).
Q: Were there any press members present at the dedication?
A: No. (What? How did the
BG News ever miss a story?)
Q: Who or what donated the
money for the dedication sign?
A: I have no idea. (He means he
is not at liberty to say. Coincidentally enough, Russian cheese
production has soared in the last
few years. Hmmm...)
Q: Why Is It only an "Honorary" dedication?
A: I dont know. (I did some
checking, and it turns out they
were going to dedicate the
machine to a rabbit named Pete,
but one day Pete was suspiciously let loose and, well, it is
the biology department, you can
guess what happened to him.)
Q: Would you rather have
something else dedicated to you?
A: No, this has been a whole lot
of fun. Except for maybe a building or something (imagine it - instead of the "Smithsonian you'd
have the "Romansonian" - We'll
work on It.)
Q: Do you receive free pop?
A: I did receive $.60 for the
first pop from the machine from
my friends at the party (please
note: Bob Romans has cheap
friends).
Q: Why aren't other machines
dedicated to other people?

A I guess because no one is as
goofy as biologists (he then added off the record, "Except maybe
chemists, but then, nobody really
likes them anyway.").
Q: How does it feel to be the
cult hero of the B.G.S.U. underclass?
A It feels fine. I like it.
Q: Would you like another pop
machine dedicated to you (or
something else, like a vending
machine with chips to go with the
pop)?
A: No, because it would make
this machine less valuable as a
tourist attraction If they were
everywhere.
Q: If this machine breaks, will
you get another one?
A: (At this his eyes narrowed
down into silts as he cooly but
firmly replied) Yes.
Q: What legacy would you like
to leave behind once you retire?
A: (This Is his real answer) I'm
not sure, I guess some sort of secret society for all of the pop
machines (and fans thereof). The
pop machine company is (we're
fairly certain) run by the mafia.
The society could control them
and fight their crimes.
I left the office of Bob Romans
feeling much better, smarter
about life. Thank you, Bob
Romans. May you live long and
prosper. Bob Romans can be seen
in room 115b of the life science
building every MWF at 2:30-3:30
and every TR at 4:30-5:30.
Tom Mather is a Guest Columnist for The BG News.
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Society's small and voiceless victims
Writer's Note: Someone recently made the comment that
the idea of a parenting license
was nothing short of stripping a
couple of their personal rights.
This is my response ...
While at work the other day I
was talking to a young woman on
the phone. The conversation was
a rather pleasant one, aside from
the fact that her baby was wailing and screaming in the background.
This little scenerio had been
going on for about five minutes
by the time the young woman's
husband got home.
"I COULD HEAR HIM YELLING ALL THE WAY OUTSIDE!"
he yelled as he stormed into the
house, apparently unaware that
his wife was on the phone with
someone.
I then heard the husband stomp
over to where his child was and
yell out "SHUT-UP ALREADY!"
His shouting was followed by a
loud smacking sound.
The crying Instantly stopped,
and the young woman I was on
the phone with finished her conversation with me, never once
breaking her casual pace or putting me on hold.
I'd like to say that Instances
like this are a rarity, but we all
know they're not.

Weisbrod
In 1991 alone there-were 88.25S
cases of child abuse reported in
the state of Ohio. 144,218 children were Involved in the various
cases. During the same year
there were 1,767,673 cases reported throughout the nation, Involving 2,695,010 children.
On top of those figures you
have to take Into the consideration the number of child abuse
cases that aren't reported. I'm by
no means a certified expert on
the statistics of the subject, but
I'd wager that It's only one in
twenty cases that are reported, If

that.
So now it becomes a question of
what to do about it. So far we've
been merely taking kids away
from abusive households and
carting them off to different locations, but this has had less than
sucessf ul results.
We could also lock-up abusive
parents, but then we get into the
issue of over-crowded jails and
who the "real" criminals are and
blah blah blah.
Then there'* the issue of a parenting license.
Over the past couple of years
there's been more serious talk
given to the idea that you should
have to get an actual, offlcal,
government-issued license to
have children in the United
States of America.
Of course this idea Is only a
theory, but the concept is not
without its merits.
Every year thousands upon
thousands of children have the
crap kicked out of them every
day by adults who are alchoholics, drug abusers, violent psychopaths, authoritarians, or allaround pricks.
Hell, a friend of mine once got
beaten up by her father because
she forgot to pick up eggs at the
mini-mart. I'd like to think that
some sort of application process
would cut down on things such as

this.
A lot of such cases all come
about due to things as simple as
lack of stress management skills
or other mental conditions that
could be screened for during the
application of a parent license.
I realize that some people out
there feel that such a license
would be a violation of their personal rights, but if you're a suitable parent, then what the hell do
you have to worry about?
Yet again, Aaron Weisbrod has
tried to cover an extremely broad
topic in an extremely limited
amout of space. Let him know
how he did at aaronw9bgnet.bgsu.edu or 210 West
Hall. All e-mail stuff is answered.

Correction
The News incorrectly reported the time of the
hockey tournament game
Friday night The game will
be at 5 p.m. at Joe Louis
Arena In Detroit The News
regrets the error.
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Grad Senate to
sponsor awards
Genell Pavellch
The BC News

The Graduate Student Senate
sponsors different awards in the
spring including the Shanklin award for research excellence,
the Outstanding Contributor to
Graduate Education Award and
the GSS Administrative/Research Assistant Award.
Carole Spencer, GSS Honors
and Awards Committee coordinator, said the awards help to
recognize excellence in graduate
work.
The OCGrE award recognizes
faculty that have helped contribute to graduate education. Any
graduate student can nominate a
graduate faculty member.
"It is important to acknowledge good educators and teachers, and this is really the only award at a graduate level that recognizes graduate contribution,"
she said. "These educators
should be recognized because
they are turning out our future
academics and professionals."
This Is the ninth year of the
OCGrE award, and the deadline
is March 22.
The Administrative/Research
Assistant award recognizes outstanding performance of graduate students who are not teaching
assistants.
Spencer said many of these
graduate students are "unsung
heroes" because they aren't
often recognized for the work
that they do.
"Research and administrative
assistants do important work that
doesn't really get acknowledged," she said. "It is important
to recognize excellence in graduate assistantships because they
do have a positive contribution to
students and the University."
This is the second year for the

Choir gives to
David's House

Administrative/Research Assis■ On the afternoon of March 8,
tant award, and the deadline is
an employee in the Life Science
also March 22.
The final award presented by Building reported that she was
GSS is the Shanklin Award, assaulted by the woman she was
whose deadline was Feb. 9, which working for. According to the
recognizes excellence in gradu- police report, the suspect beate research. Graduate students came enraged and hit the victim
entering submitted a paper deal- after she did not fold the towels
ing with research they have done right and accidently put an unat the University In one of three sterile pair of tweezers in with
areas including Arts and Hu- the sterile ones.
■ On the morning of March 9, a
manities, Social and Behavioral
Sciences, and Sciences and campus police officer noticed
that the glass on the front of a
Mathematics.
The top two papers chosen in fire extinguisher box had been
each of the categories will be an- broken In the business building.
nounced later in April and the The Individual who broke the
graduate students who wrote glass is still unknown but, acthem will present their paper at cording to the police report, the
the Shanklin Awards Ceremony, fire extinguisher is OK.
May 3, at the Bryan Recital Hall
in the Moore Musical Arts
Center. After hearing the presentations, judges will decide a win- Continued from page one.
ner in each of the categories.
Spencer said the Shanklin A- get it off the ground. The techward is an honor for students to nology report is the runway to
receive.
get us off the ground."
"The Shanklin Award sets the
Katzner said he was happy
standard for excellence at Bowl- about making President Sidney
ing Green, and it is something to Ribeau's March IS deadline.
strive for," she said. "It rewards
"I'm very pleased we have
excellence and hard work and been able to get something to the
demonstrates a dedication to campus community at this time,"
your field and studies."
Katzner said. "There were times
Beth Lashaway, GSS secretary, when I didn't think we had a
agreed about the importance of chance of meeting the presithe Shanklin Award.
dent's deadline."
Katzner said his feelings about
"This award gives graduate the plan will be determined by
students the opportunity to sub- the campus input.
mit work and be recognized for
"I'm hoping that the feedback
what they have done," she said.
that we get will be constructive
Spencer said they have had a and positive. If that is what hapgood response to the awards so pen, I'm very pleased," Katzner
far with about the same number said. "I'm very pleased with what
of applicants as in previous we have to share with the comyears.
munity. I think it gives a vision
For more information on any of for the University in terms of the
the awards, students can contact role technology needs to play
the GSS office at 372-2426.
here."

REPORT

C.C.H.A. Semi - Finals!!!
Falcon Hockey M
vs.
mJF
Lake Superior"^*
Friday 5:00 pm Pre-game
@ 4:30 pm
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■ On March 11, an employee at
University Hall reported to campus police that someone has been
stealing the department's coffee
money. About $80 was stolen.
The worker told police that the
door Is often open in the morning
when she comes in. No one knows
who the thief is.
■ On the evening of March 12,
a resident of Prom Hall told University police that she lent her
books to another student and now
the person refuses to give them
back.
■ On March 12, a resident of
Dunbar tried 107 times to place a
long-distance phone call with a
bogus access code. Police are
still trying to find the person.

352- 8639

Katzner said community input
will be added to the report so it
can be given to Ribeau by the end
of March.
Ribeau said he will review the
plan and determine if it is financially feasible. The president
said he will then propose a final
draft to the Board of Trustees.

Jay Young
The BC News

The University Gospel
Choir donated $191 to David's
House Wednesday from their
first benefit concert.
The concert, which took
place on March 2, was the
group's large community
project for the year, according
to Choir President Jejuana
Brown.
"We are glad we could make
the donation to David's House
in the name of the Gospel
Choir, because we are trying
to establish some firm basis
for our community service
projects," Brown said.
Betsy Bunner Is the education coordinator at David's
House, an AIDS service organization located in Toledo. She
said she was very pleased with
the donation.
"I'm thrilled, because it is
nice to see an organization

that is with David's House in
terms of the fight against HIV
and interested in providing
Individual care for individuals
with HIV," Bunner said.
Bunner said the money will
help the organization with expenses.
"It wil go to David's House
for however we need to utilize
the money," Bunner said.
"That might be food, housing
and whatever special need we
might have."
Brown said having the AIDS
Quilt at the University influenced the group's decision to
help David's House.
"It was timely because of
the AIDS Quilt leaving that
Thursday," Brown said. "It
Just ran into that week, and we
felt like we could make our
contribution."
Bunner, who is also the University AIDS education director, said the donation shows
education is reaching people.

SUIT
Continued from page one.

"I'd like to have something to tion" against the couple.
A month later, the state re-bid
present to the Trustees by May,"
the Janitorial contract, and aRibeau said.
warded it to Dawes of Salt Lake
Katzner said he hopes by the City.
The Silvermans had a clean
time the report is given to Ribeau
that it will be supported campus employment record, several recommendations and no reason to
wide.

believe they would not retain'
their $5.SO-an-hour Jobs when
Dawes took over, the suit says.
But they were the only Janitors
among about a dozen who were
not retained when Dawes assumed the work. Dawes owner
Linda Foust told the couple all
positions were filled - when they
were not, the suit says.

ENTION
The BGSU Student Health Service will be hosting a
totally *free Open House and you are invited!
Where:

The BGSU Health Center

When:

Thursday, March 14
4:45 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Why:

To make the BGSU community aware to the
services offered by the Student Health
Services.

*Freebles include: healthy snacks, blood pressure screenings,
sunscreen samples, X •- Ray and lab exhibits, and good clean fun!
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Man kills himself Fourteen injured in bus crash
after police chase
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
MIDDLETOWN, Ohio - A man
pushed a passenger from his car
and later shot himself in the head
rather than surrender following
a chase, sheriff's officers said
Wednesday.
James R. Morris, 19, was taken
to Miami Valley Hospital in Dayton, where he was listed in
critical condition Wednesday.
Butler County Sheriff Harold
Don Gabbard said a deputy tried
to stop a speeding car in a trailer
court late Tuesday, then pursued
the car. Morris pushed his passenger, Jeremy Hency, out of the
vehicle in Poasttown and continued toward Middletown, Gabbard said.
The chase ended at the dead
end of an airport access road
"when the driver shot himself in

B G SI

the head with a .380 semiautomatic handgun while the car
was still in motion," Gabbard
said.
The car rolled to a stop against
some fueling pipes at the airport,
but did not strike them, Gabbard
said.
Chief Deputy Richard Jones

Hency was not
injured when he was
pushed from the car,
Gabbard said.
said Hency told officers that
Morris had been despondent
concerning personal problems
and had been carrying a gun for
about two weeks.
Hency was not injured when he
was pushed from the vehicle,
Gabbard said.

James Williams
school Superintendent
"There are no life-threatening injuries," said Dayton public schools spokeswoman Jill
Moberley.

"All of the children are doing
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Eleven school children were hurt as this bus collided with a dump truck Wednesday in Dayton. The
children, who were not seriously injured, were transported to area hospitals.
well - no serious injuries," said
Williams.
Police spokeswoman Shelley
Seibert said 16 children were

taken to hospitals. Hospital
officials said a few children
were brought in by their parents as a precaution.
Seibert said the accident oc-

curred at 8:08 am. when the
westbound bus carrying 23
children to Hickorydale Elementary School was struck by
the southbound truck.

Jury clears woman in civil-rights case

Translated by Langston Hughes
Adapted by Melia Bensussen

March 13-16 at 8:00 p.m. & March 17 at 2:00 p.m.
Joe E. Brown Theatre
University Hall, First Floor
Call the Box Office at 372-2719 for tickets
Monday-Friday 10-2 & 4-7

"All of the children
are doing well -- no
serious injuries."

School Superintendent
James Williams said the children appeared to have suffered
neck and ankle injuries and
were taken to hospitals.

Presents:
Federico Garcia Lorca's

III lilt

DAYTON, Ohio (AP) - At
least 14 children were injured
Wednesday when their school
bus overturned after colliding
with a dump truck at an Intersection on the city's northwest
side, police said.

High-school teacher found innocent of misleading troubled student
Jeffrey Balr
The Associated Press
PITTSBURGH - A jury deliberated only 2 1/2 hours
Wednesday before clearing a
high-school teacher of allegations that she misled a troubled
student into accusing her parents
of molesting her.

JC Penney

Priscilla Zappa of Mount Lebanon, an affluent Pittsburgh suburb, was charged with the civilrights violation of denying Richard and Cheryl Renee Althaus
custody of their daughter, Nicole, now 20.
The eight-person Jury decided
on a verdict in less time than It
took attorneys to summarize the
case for them. The Althauses and
their daughter earlier had won a
$272,000 civil damage award

against the daughter's psychiatrist.
Zappa began crying when the
verdict was read.
"I'm very happy, relieved, vindicated. I cant wait to get back to
my life," she said.
The jury ruled In favor of Zappa by answering "no" on the first
of four questions it faced: Was
she acting In her role as a
government employee in her
frequent interactions with the

girl?
The "no" answer prevented
any consideration of whether Za-.
ppa violated the couple's civil
rights, U.S. District Judge Gary
Lancaster said. Zappa's attorney,
Dennis Watson, had said the
teacher was acting as Nicole's
friend In their frequent heart-toheart talks.
"Obviously, we're very disappointed," said Charles Scarlata,
the Althauses' attorney.
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Car provides grace for reverend Study finds early
Man finds redemption after losing gun between door and seat
Martha Waggoner
The Associated Press
WEAVERVIIXE, N.C. ~ In that
narrow space between a car door
and seat, usually the keeper of
lesser items such as pens, gum
and receipts, the Rev. George
Holley found grace.
Holley's gun fell in that space
after his car skidded on an icy
road and crashed into the side of
a mountain on Jan. 12, 1979. And
because he couldn't reach his
gun, he couldn't kill himself.
Holley had just held up three
people at gunpoint in the post office in Cashiers, netting $89.50.
He wrecked his car while being
chased by law enforcement officers.
"I really thought that day that
life would be ended. I wrote a
'goodbye world' note," Holley
said in a recent interview at his
crowded office at Craggy Prison,
where he is now chaplain. "After
the robbery, when the car skidded into the mountainside, I decided to finish it."
Holley, whose marriage was
falling apart, had returned from
Atlanta to Cashiers in Jackson
County, where he and his first
wife spent their honeymoon. His
deep pain over the marriage
breakup was the catalyst for his
crime, he said.
Holley, 54, survived 9 1/2
years in prison, three years of it
at the old Craggy Prison. The facility where he now works was
built in 1989.
He also spent four months in
the old Central Prison. Conditions were so bad that pigeons
lived in the cells with the inmates. "I was praying to God to
let me die," Holley says.
Then came the months at Odom
Correctional Institute in Jackson,

where he met a chaplain who
gave him words of hope: Don't
give up. God's not through with
you yet.
Now Holley spends his days
counseling and consoling
prisoners who believe him when
he says he knows what they're
going through.
He has an easy way with the
prisoners, calling them by name,
asking about family as he walks
between the buildings.
"He shows us a bit of compassion and comfort. That's something we dont find here very
often," says William Rasor, 28, of
Taylorsville, who is serving a life
sentence for first-degree murder
and armed robbery.
Contacts with inmates have increased since Holley took over in
November 1995, says Wayne
Morrow, who volunteers as associate chaplain.
In December 1995, the chaplain's office had 200 one-on-one
sessions with prisoners, compared to 75 in December 1994. He
credits Holley with the increase.
"One of the things I do a lot is
relieve pressure," Holley says.
"They can come to me when
they're not comfortable going to
a custodial officer, and I can
listen."

Frank Shirley, now the western
supervisory chaplain for 12
prisons, met Holley the first day
he came to Craggy as a prisoner.
Holley became Shirley's clerk,
and eventually took over much of
the pastoral care while Shirley
traveled.
After his release, Holley volunteered in the chaplain's office.
"He was not bitter. He didn't
try to place the blame on
someone else," Shirley says.
Holley was allowed out of Craggy to address churches and
schools. At one such event, he
met Patsy Wilson, a widow and
now his wife.
She recalls that she almost
didn't go to the speech, but at the
last minute changed her mind.
"There should be drums, bugles and trumpets in the background when you make small decisions that affect the rest of
your life," she says.
She spoke briefly with Holley,
who then wrote her a five-page,
single-spaced, typewritten letter
"that told me everything there
was to know about George Holley
- all the good, bad and ugly."
That was February 1986. They
were married on July 4, 1986,

over the objections of many
friends. He wouldn't finish serving his sentence for almost three
years.
All those friends came around,
as did all their children except
for one of Holley's daughters,
she says. She has five children;
he has three.
While in prison, Holley met Joe
Proctor of Battleboro, who was
serving a life sentence for second-degree murder and who had
accepted Jesus Christ as his savior. "Joe listened to me and told
me, 'If God can forgive me for
murder, he can forgive you for
what you've done,'" Holley says.
Proctor now works with a
prison chaplaincy program in the
eastern part of the state and says
he's not surprised by Holley's
success outside the prison walls.

treatment helps
The Associated Press
BOSTON (AP) - Picking an
experienced doctor may be an
AIDS patient's most important
decision. A study found that
patients whose physicians
rarely treat the disease die a
year sooner.
"Our results support the hypothesis that practice makes
perfect," said Dr. Marl Kitahata of the University of
Washington, who conducted
the study.
The findings were first reported by The Associated
Press when they were presented in January at a scientific conference in Washington.
They were published in
Thursday's issue of the New

He refers to a parable Jesus
tells in the Gospel of St. Matthew
about tares, a weed, growing in
the wheat. The two cannot be distinguished until the wheat matures and grows a head. Tares
are the people who get "jail
house religion," Proctor says;
wheat represents the true believers.
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Kitahata based her results
on 403 men with AIDS who
were treated at the Group
Health Cooperative of Puget
Sound, a health maintenance
organization in Washington
state, between 1984 and 1994.

* Best Values on Campus

1141 S. Main
354-2526
Next to K' MART arid across from Wal-Mart
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The research shows that being a physician's first AIDS
patient is risky business.
These patients are more likely
to miss important treatment
that can forestall life-threatening problems.

UNIVERSITY UNION
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He does not suggest to inmates £
that converting to Christianity is
a way out of prison. Religious beliefs can help a man deal with
prison and become a construcChoose form choice apartments within walking
tive person, he says. But that's
distance to campus Summer 1996 and school year
all.
1996-1997
Holley was ordained at the age
of 19 in a Baptist church. He was
working as an assistant minister
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
at a large church in Atlanta when
and water included, air conditioning.
his marriage broke up. He left
the church and for about a year
he held several Jobs, including ▼641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380
sales.

England Journal of Medicine.
AIDS is a new disease and,
compared with many others,
quite rare, especially outside
big cities. Many doctors have
had little or no experience
with it.
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Two under arrest for
video store murders

Kicking Back

Martha Mendoza
The Associated Press

Ruth Frcnuon/Thc AlMcUlcd PrtM

Senate Majority Leader Bod Dole of Kansas sits on a balcony out-1 dentlal hopeful plans to campaign In the midwest later In the week,
side his office Wednesday on Capitol Hill. The Republican presi-

Cigarette maker settles lawsuit
Nation's fifth-largest manufacturer no longer a defendant in trial
Alan Sayre
The Associated Press
NEW ORLEANS -- The tobacco
industry's united front began to
crumble Wednesday when the
nation's fifth-largest cigarette
maker agreed to settle a classaction lawsuit accusing tobacco
companies of manipulating nicotine levels to keep smokers
hooked.
Liggett Group, which makes
Chesterfield and Eve cigarettes,
said that for the next 25 years, it
will pay 5 percent of its pre-tax
profits, or $50 million a year,
whichever is less, toward programs that help people stop
smoking.
The settlement "has destroyed
the tobacco industry's invincibility. Never again can they claim
they have never lost a smokingrelated lawsuit," said Ken Carter, a lawyer pursuing the case
on behalf of as many as 50 million smokers and former smokers.
The settlement removes Liggett as a defendant from the law-

suit, which claims the major
tobacco companies and their
lobbying arm, the Tobacco Institute, concealed research showing
nicotine is addictive and manipulated nicotine levels.
Liggett said it is also pursuing
a settlement with five states Florida, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi and West Virginia - that want tobacco companies to pay their Medicaid
costs of treating smoking-related
illnesses.
•This is the first time that
anyone in the tobacco Industry
has broken the code of silence,"
said Mississippi Attorney General Mike Moore. "Their policy
has been to fight every case,
never settle, never pay."
Lorillard Tobacco Co. and R.J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. said they
have no plans to settle. Brown &
Williamson likewise said it "will
continue to defend all lawsuits
aggressively."
Typical was the reaction from
No. 1 tobacco maker Philip Morris USA, which said it remains

"confident in the strength of our
litigation position, and we intend
to fight and win all of the cases in
which we are involved."
The tobacco industry has been
under assault in recent years
from public and private officials.
David Kessler, commissioner
of the Food and Drug Administration, has proposed a crackdown on tobacco advertising and
sales. And Congress held hearings two years ago which put
tobacco company executives
under oath saying they did not
consider nicotine addictive. Internal company documents,
which have leaked in recent
months, appear to contradict
those claims.
The class-action case is still in
the early stages of procedural
maneuvering, with its classaction status under appeal.
The settlement with Liggett is
subject to approval by the federal judge overseeing the case.
While Moore said a settlement
with Mississippi was likely, Min-

nesota Attorney General Hubert
H. Humphrey Ill's office rejected the Liggett settlement
proposal, saying not enough
money Is on the table.
Liggett's payments, over 25
years, could reach $1.25 billion if
the company paid the maximum
each year. But that's extremely
unlikely: Liggett's pretax income
amounted to $11 million In 1994,
which would mean a payment of
just $550,000.
Liggett admitted no wrongdoing and attached two key strings
to the deal: If It makes no profit
in a given year, no payment will
be due. And If other tobacco
companies win the lawsuit In
New Orleans, the settlement will
be void.
Liggett also said it will comply
with proposed federal regulations discouraging sales of cigarettes to children, such as a prohibition on using cartoon characters in ads and limits on distributing free samples. Until now,
all major tobacco companies had
been fighting the rules.
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ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. - Two
prison Inmates free under an early-release program were arrested In the slayings of three
video store workers and an elderly couple who had apparently
stumbled onto the crime.
Esther Beckley, 41, and Shane
Harrison, 26, were arrested separately Tuesday within blocks of
the Hollywood Video store where
three of the victims were shot to
death March 3.
They were being held today in
lieu of $1 million ball each
They probably will be arraigned Thursday on a variety of
charges, including first-degree
murder and kidnapping, said Lt.
Van Sickler at the Bernalillo
County Detention Center.
A tip led police to the couple,
but authorities would say little
else.
"I will tell you robbery Is still
the apparent motive," said District Attorney Bob Schwartz.
Warrants were issued for searches of their homes.
About a dozen police officers
and FBI agents worked at Beckley's apartment this morning in
northwest Albuquerque. One
officer sorted through a trash
container in the parking lot while
others searched inside the
apartment.
Joseph Sedillo, a resident of
the two-story complex of about
25 apartments, said the landlord
offered some units at lower rent
"for people who had just gotten
out of Jail and stuff like that."
In southeastern Albuquerque,
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police searched Harrison's
apartment In a small, one-story
adobe complex across the University of New Mexico.
Lee Flynn, who lived two doors
down from Harrison, described
him as a "quiet, soft-spoken guy"
who worked at night.
Asked if Investigators were
sure they had the right suspects.
Police Chief Joe Polisar replied
firmly: "Yes."
"We can all breathe a little easier knowing the offenders are In
custody and off the streets of Albuquerque," Polisar said at a
news conference.
Beckley and Harrison were
participating in a community
corrections program, in which
inmates who are within a year of
finishing their terms can be
released early for such things as
jobs or education.
They weren't on parole and
were still considered prison Inmates, said Roland Vigil, chairman of the Adult Parole Board.
Employees arriving for work
March 3 at the video store found
co-workers Zachary Blacklock,
19, Jo wan da Castillo, 18, and Mylinh Daothi, 30, dead with bullets
in their heads.
Blacklock's grandparents,
George and Pauline McDougall,
had come to pick him up from
work that night. Their bodies
were found the following day
near their car in the mountains
east of Albuquerque.
A task force of local and state
officers and FBI agents was
formed to hunt for the suspects,
and residents and merchants collected more than $90,000 for a
reward.
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Vatican: No need to
worry about Pope
Victor L. Simpson
The Associated Press

VATICAN CITY - The Vatican
said there was no need to worry
over the health of Pope John Paul
II, although a fever led the
75-year-old pontiff to cancel a
general audience on Wednesday.
"For the moment, there is no
cause for alarm," papal spokesman Joaquin Navarre said.

The pope's health has
been a subject of
particular attention
since a Christmas
Day illness when he
halted his holiday
greetings in clear
discomfort. The
Vatican blamed it on
influenza and food
poisoning.

■ Navarro said John Paul developed a fever of about 100 degrees during the night. He said
tests were conducted, but did not
elaborate.
The Italian news agency AGI
reported that the pope also skipped his early morning Mass,
which he celebrates in his private chapel.
The pope's health has been a

subject of particular attention
since a Christmas Day illness
when he halted his holiday greetings in clear discomfort. The Vatican blamed It on influenza and
food poisoning.
John Paul underwent surgery
In July 1992 for removal of what
the Vatican said was a benign
bowel tumor. In April 1994, he
broke his right leg when he
slipped in his bathroom, an injury that forced him to delay a
trip to the United States.
Navarro said there was no plan
"for now" to move the pope to a
hospital and that John Paul's next
public activities were still on: a
beatification ceremony Sunday
In St. Peter's Square and a pastoral visit to the Tuscan town of
Siena on St. Joseph's Day, March
19.
'Tomorrow, we will see," Navarro told Vatican Radio when
asked about the possibility of
further cancellations.
The news of John Paul's fever
came less than two hours before
the start of the general audience,
and some pilgrims immediately
entered St Peter's Basilica to
pray for the health of John Paul,
whose 76th birthday will be May
18.
Buses carrying tourists and
pilgrims to the appointment were
parked along the boulevard that
leads to St. Peter's Square as well
a* In the narrow streets in the
historic neighborhood that surrounds Vatican City.
"I'm disappointed, but I know
the pope has not been in good
health lately," said Use Junger,
52, of Berlin.
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Wrecked Refuse

A garbage truck lies oa Its side on Interstate 77 just south of Canton, Ohio, Tuesday. The trucked rolled over when Its driver, James
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Terence Hunt
The Associated Press

SHARM EL-SHEIK, Egypt - Shoulder-to-shoulder In a historic show of solidarity, Arabs
Joined Israelis at a summit of
world leaders Wednesday to vow
unequivocal support for the
bomb-ripped Middle East peace
process and an unrelenting war
against terrorists.
"From all around the world, we
have come to the Sinai to deliver
one simple, unified message:
Peace will prevail," President
Clinton said as kings, presidents,
prime ministers and princes - 28
in all - gathered for what was billed as "the summit of the peacemakers."
Israeli Prime Minister Shimon
Peres, whose nation was thrown
into turmoil by four attacks that
killed 62 people over nine days,
was visibly moved by the outcome. He spoke of watching
"with an unbelieving eye" as
former Arab enemies pledged to
end the scourge of terrorism.
"They are the most impressive
leaders of our time," Peres said.
"It's a big deal," Clinton said of
the summit.

efforts. The president also will
deliver a speech of sympathy and
support for Israel as It grieves
the deaths of men, women and
children In the bombings.
Clinton was accompanied to
Egypt and Israel by CIA Director
John Deutch and Secretary of
State Warren Christopher. When
Clinton returns to Washington
Thursday, they will remain behind to work out an antiterrorism and intelligence
agreement between the United
States and Israel.

In a political sense, Clinton's
advisers hope his trip will enhance his election-year image as
a world peacemaker. The summit
outcome also could give a boost
to Peres, struggling to hold
power In May 29 elections.
The hurriedly arranged meeting ln this Red Sea scuba-diving
resort was aimed at wresting the
momentum from the suicide
bombers of Hamas whose attacks
stunned Israel and left the peace
process in tatters.
"This terrorism is not anonymous," Peres said. "It has a
name, it has an address, it has
bank accounts. ... It Is spearheaded by a country -- Iran. TehAfterward, Clinton and Peres ran has become the capital of
flew together on Air Force One to terror."
Israel where Clinton met with
Yet, the summit's final comPresident Ezer Weizman. Re- munique did not single out any
flecting on the summit, Clinton country by name. Instead, it
said, "I feel much better about pledged to crack down on terrorour prospects for presenting a ists by cutting them off from fiunited front against terror and nancing, arms, recruitment and
for security."
safe havens. Only Peres and
On Thursday, Clinton will visit British Prime Minister John
the grave of Prime Minister Major of Britain, accused Iran in
Yitzhak Rabin, slain by a Jewish their speeches.
militant who opposed his peace
Notable by his absence was

1-7^*0 Pint of
[chicken Lo Mein

Magic the
Gathering
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| • Coupon good at BC only.
| * W*—* bring ad with yon.

President Hafez Assad of Syria, a
nation accused by Washington of
supporting terrorism, yet a key
player in the slumping Middle
East peace process. Clinton said
he wished the Syrians had attended but added "I wouldn't
overread their absence here. It's
part of a general pattern of going
their own way."
The leaders pledged to reinforce the peace process with political and financial assistance
and with special attention to the
"current and pressing economic
needs of the Palestinians."
They also pledged to convene a
working group to chart "maximum efforts" against terrorists.
Delegates are to meet in Washington within two weeks to draw
up recommendations that each
country can take through legislative and executive actions.
Short on bold steps, the summit
was remarkable for the symbolic
message It sent of Arabs standing with Israelis, two ancient
foes united now for peace and
against terrorism.
At the airport, there was a traffic jam as planes landed, deposited their VIPs and hurriedly
took off to make room for the
next aircraft. The aerial ballet
caused Major and German
Chancellor Helmut Kohl to show
up an hour late.
Gathered around a long, rectangular table covered with
green felt, leaders spoke one by
one with varying fervor, some
mentioning Israel by name, others speaking more generally
about the peace process. They
spoke for three hours.
Saudi Arabia's foreign minister, Saud al-Faisal, spoke warmly
of hopes to "energize the peace
process."
"We equally and unanimously
condemn the violent acts which
took place in Tel Aviv and the occupied territories," he said, ap-

parently referring both to the
suicide bombings and to Israel's
closure of the West Bank and
Gaza Strip. He called for "firm'
ness and serious action" against
terrorists.
Faisal was the most senior
Saudi official ever to meet with
an Israeli leader. Away from
cameramen, he shook hands with
Peres.
While condemning terrorists;
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
complained about Israel's crackdown, saying It was strangling
the Palestinians' economy "to the
extent of famine."
"The Palestinian people should
not fall prey to any act of terrorIsm," Arafat said in a call championed by other Arab leaders.
"Do not resort to despair," Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, the summit host, told the
Palestinians. "Do not give in to
calls of defeatism."
At a summit-closing news conference, Clinton and Mubarak
said they expect Israel to ease up
soon on the Palestinians.
"I expect to see some
changes," Clinton said. However,
In an expression of sympathy
with Israel, he added, "it is an
elemental security measure at a
time when it's hard to tell who
may be wrapped in plastique."
Israeli Foreign Minister Ehud
Barak said Israel would protect
Its own but "we are not intending
to starve the people there." Peres
demanded action against violence from the Palestinians, declaring that "security and peace
are indivisible."
Clinton played down the fact
that Iran and other nations were
not singled out more for criticism of their reputed support of
terrorists.
"We shouldn't diminish what
we did do by focusing on what
was not done or said," the president said.
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World leaders support Middle East
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IMPORTANT SCHOOL LEVY FACTS
it Even before SI.7 million in annual spending cuts were put in place during 1995, Bowling
Green Schools spent $200 per student per year less than the state-wide average, and $500
per student per year leas than the national average to educate the children of the district.
There have been no annual operating funds approved by Bowling Green School voters
since 1992.
♦ Even if the Operating Levy is approved, the new Board of Education has vowed not to
restore the 6 positions permanently eliminated in 1995, and will maintain the $1.7 million
In permanent annual spending reductions put in place by the superintendent. The District
employs 15 fewer people today than in 1991, while enrollment has Increased.
♦ There has been no increase in the wage scale for District employees since 1992. The
proposed wage increase calls for a phase-In of 2% ln year one, 3% in year two, and 3% in
year three between now and 1998. This wage Increase Is less than the current rate of
inflation, and is less than 1/2 the rate of growth of income for Wood County and Bowling
Green residents. Even if the levy passes, the Bowling Green School employee wage scale
will be among the lowest of comparable districts in the region.
♦ The levy passed In May, 1995 was earmarked solely, for debt reduction and partial restoration]
of supply accounts. Those funds cannot be used for operating expenses. Payment of the
debt is on schedule, and will be complete in 1999.

PHASE VOTE FOR B.G. SCHOOLS TUESDAY
I Paid for by citizens for B.G. Schools M. Woelke, Treas., P.O. Box 8, Bowling Green, OH 434021
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Boilermakers
poised to move
to new ground
Jim Utke
The Associated Press
Other than a hard heart or a kid
who plays for another coach,
there's no reason to pull for
someone other than Gene Ready
and Purdue to win the NCAA
tournament. He might need good
free-throw shooting more than
sympathy right now. But it
couldn't hurt to have both.
Keady has never taken any of
his teams beyond the Elite Eight,
though this could be the year the
No. 4 Boilermakers, top-seeded
in the West Regional, end that
tradition. He wouldn't dare say
so, but nothing would tie off a
season that included a little bit of
heaven and a lot of hell the way a
national championship would.
Then again, maybe just surviving this one is payback enough.
One moment things were cruising along pretty much the way
they had in Keady's 17 previous
seasons at Purdue, and in the
next, his daughter lay in a coma.
And in the moment after that, his
father fell dead.
Keady could have come unraveled. Same with his team.
That neither did reveals character in a way that everyone admires, but few actually ever have
to demonstrate.
"This is the most unselfish
group I've ever been around,"
Keady said the other day, as the
Boilermakers prepared to leave
for Albuquerque, N.M. and an
opening-round game with lowly
Western Carolina.
"We have six seniors and keeping everyone happy was easier
than I thought, because they've
been good leaders. At the start of
the year, we wondered who was
going to step forward.
"But they all have," he added,
"in their own way."
And so has Keady himself.
Before this season, his skill
was in convincing every kid who
played for Purdue the importance of giving himself up for
every kid who played alongside
him. Having to get by with mostly second-rate talent - those Indiana high school players who
didn't rind their way into Bob
Knight's clutches - left him few
other ways to coach
But on Jan. 10, the lesson got
harder to teach Some 40 minutes
before Purdue played at Northwestern, Keady was called out of
the locker room and handed a
telephone. Then he was told his
30-year-old daughter, Lisa Sands,
slipped in the kitchen of her
home, struck her head on the
floor and lapsed into a coma She
was undergoing brain surgery at
that moment. His wife, Pat, flew
immediately to New Jersey.
Keady went back, coached the
Boilermakers to a 67-51 win, and
only then did he tell his team
anything.
The next day he caught up with
his wife and son-in-law in New
Jersey, only to have his sister
call with news their father had
died. Mourning and a winter
storm that made traveling to
Minneapolis a 10-hour ordeal
[brought Keady close to missing a
ballgame for the first time. He
larrived late, stayed up later
watching film, and the day after
that, his kids first dedicated, then
delivered, a 76-62 win to him.
: Afterward, they cried
together. Then Keady went off to
bury his father. Then he caught
the redeye back to coach against
Indiana. Another win. Then back
to New Jersey. More wins. Finally, another Big Ten title, the third
straight won outright by Purdue,
a triple that hadn't been achieved
since the great 1960-era Ohio
State teams of Jerry Lucas, John
Havlicek and a player who would
go on to become the perpetual
thorn in Keady's side, the aforementioned coach Knight.
: But all that accomplishment
paled alongside the news Keady
delivered at the same news conference in which he tried to
sound worried about Western
Carolina. After a month spent in
a coma and another month spent
starting the long climb back
through therapy, Lisa Sands was
accompanying her father to the
West Regional.

Martinez to continue opening day streak
Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - It's
nine in a row for Dennis Martinez.
The 40-year-old right-hander
will get his ninth consecutive
opening day start on April 1, putting him ahead of two Cy Young
Award winners in the Cleveland
Indians' rotation.

three seasons since he signed starter for its first game ever at
with the Indians as a free agent Jacobs Field In 1994, and alin December of 1993. He also though he did not get the win that
started his last six openers with day, the Indians won 4-3 in 11 inMontreal, a string that began in nings. Last year, he got credit for
winning their opener 11-6 in
1988.
"I'd say he was walking around Texas.
Second in the rotation this
with a smile on his face," Hargrove said. "The other starters season will be Jack McDowell,
The April 1 game against the were perfectly OK with it. That the 1993 AL Cy Young winner acquired by the Indians as a free
New York Yankees will be Mar- was part of the decision, too."
tinez's third opening day start in
Martinez was Cleveland's agent this past December Hell

"We've got four No. 1 pitchers.
Toss a coin," manager Mike Hargrove said Wednesday after he
informed Martinez of the decision. "We would have felt comfortable and confident in starting
any of the four. We just felt that
Dennis should be the one."

Last year, Martinez was 12-5
with a 3.08 ERA.

The Associated Press

The Associated Press

See UMASS, page ten.

The Indians' fifth starter is yet
to be determined, but he will be
needed only twice in April.

Underdogs'
search for win
overtop seeds
begins anew

Top-ranked
Minutemen
start quest for
first final four

AMHERST, Mass. ~ Massachusetts Is in the NCAA
tournament for the fifth
straight year and is still trying to get to the Final Four
for the first time In school
history.
The early steps along that
road should be smooth
The top-ranked Minutemen begin play Thursday in
Providence, R.I., against
Central Florida, whose
11-18 record is the worst in
the tournament. Then they
would play the winner of
the Stanford-Bradley matchup of unranked teams.
The biggest obstacle appears to be Georgetown,
seeded second in the East.
But both teams would have
to win three games before
meeting for the right to go
to the Final Four in East
Rutherford, NJ., on March
30.
"The teams that advance
are the ones that can sustain their effort," UMass
coach John Calipari said
Tuesday. "We've had hard
practices and we've given
them days off. We've got to
find that middle road."
The Minutemen (31-1)
rebounded from their only
loss Feb. 24 against George
Washington by winning
their last two regularseason games - against St.
Joseph's and Louisville and their three Atlantic 10
tournament games, beating
St. Bonaventure, George
Washington and Temple.
Shooting guard Carmelo
Travieso was named most
valuable player as UMass
won its fifth straight league
tournament.

be followed by Orel Hershlser,
the 1988 NL Cy Young winner,
and Charles Nagy, who was
Cleveland's opening day starter
In 1993, the year before Martinez
arrived.

Call it mission impossible, a pipe dream or a milllon-to-one shot.
Whatever you call it, nobody is giving Colgate,
Western Carolina, Central
Florida or San Jose State
any chance of reaching the
second round of the NCAA
basketball tournament.
And for good reason. All
those 16th seeds are playing No. 1 seeds Thursday,
and no top seed has lost in
the first round since the
tournament expanded to 64
teams in 1985.
The longest of the long
shots may be Central Florida. The Golden Knights,
whose 11-18 record Is the
worst in the tournament,
play top-ranked Massachusetts, whose 31-1 record
is the best in the country.
Still, UMass coach John
Calipari insists his team
can't afford to look past
Central Florida, which got
an automatic bid by winning the Trans America
Conference tournament.
"They're in the tournament for a reason," Calipari
said. "I told our team,
"When you don't respect the
opponent, you'll do poorly.'

APpkxWEII*

University of Massachusetts' Marcus Camby dunks the ball during a practice. Camby leads the
Minutemen against Central Florida in the first round of the NCAA Tournament today.

Central Florida coach
Kirk Speraw knows it will
almost take a miracle to
beat UMass.
"Obviously it's a tremendous challenge," he said.
"Only one team solved
Massachusetts all season."
The UMass-Central Florida game will be played at
the East Regional in Providence, R.I.
In other games Involving
See UNDERDOGS, page eleven.

Two UConn players highlight
women's Ail-American team
Chuck Schoffner
The Associated Press

ArifciiiEiHUM
Connecticut's Kara Wolters gets off a hook shot against St. John's.

Georgia guard Saudia Roundtree, who's at her best in big
games, and two players from defending national champion Connecticut lead The Associated
Press women's All-America basketball team.
Kara Wolters and Jennifer Rlzzotti of the Huskies joined
Roundtree on the first team,
along with versatile Vickie Johnson of No. 1-ranked Louisiana
Tech and explosive scorer Latasha Byears of DePaul.
Roundtree was the only player
listed on all 40 ballots by a
national media panel and was a
first-team pick on all but three
ballots. The 5-foot-7 senior compiled 192 out of a possible 200
points awarded on a 5-3-1 basis.
Wolters had 165 points, followed by Johnson with 157, Rizzotti with 143 and Byears with
109. Byears edged Stanford's
Kate Starbird by two points for
the last spot on the first team.
Starbird heads the second
team, which has six players because of a tie between Ohio

State's Katie Smith and Virginia's Wendy Palmer for the final
position. Also on that team are
Oregon State's Tanja Kostic, Louisiana Tech's Debra Williams and
Texas Tech's Michi Atkins.
The third team has Tennessee
freshman Chamique Holdsclaw,
Alabama's Shalonda Enis, Penn
State's Angle Potthoff, Vanderbilt's Sheri Sam and South Carolina's Shannon Johnson.
Roundtree is the only firstteamer who wasnt on the APs
preseason All-America team. But
the flashy guard earned a spot on
the postseason team with some
spectacular play In leading fifthranked Georgia to a 23-4 record
and a No. 2 seeding in the NCAA
Midwest Regional.
She averaged 16.2 points, 5.8
assists and 2.4 steals, and the
bigger the game, the better she
played. During a five-game
stretch in January, all against
nationally ranked opponents,
Roundtree had 20 points against
Tennessee, 26 at Auburn, 27 at
Connecticut, 29 at Penn State and
32 at Florida.
Roundtree also averaged 7.4
rebounds and 6.4 assists as Geor-

gia won all five of those games.
"People say she played well in
big games because she stepped
up and scored a lot of points,
critical points," Georgia coach
Andy Landers said. "But she's
done that in a lot of games. She
also has played spectacular defense In almost every game.
"She has rebounded the ball
extraordinarily well from a point
guard position, her assists f there isn't an area that she
hasn't played well In, and at
times, she has done all of those
things on the same day."
Wolters and Rizzotti had to become the leaders at Connecticut
following the departure of Rebecca Lobo. They have delivered. The 6-7 Wolters averaged 18.9
points and 7.9 rebounds and shot
63.7 percent. She also was a presence on defense, blocking 91
shots.
"She's just a phenomenal
player," Connecticut coach Gene
Auriemma said. "I'm prejudiced,
obviously, but I think she's the
roost dominant player at her position in the country."
See ALL-AMERICANS, page eleven.
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A's McGwire to undergo more tests|Modeiito have new
stadium in Maryland

The Associated Press
Mark McGwire spent several
hours on a trainer's table
Wednesday before grabbing his
crutches and announcing, "No
change, no miracles."
The Oakland Athletics" slugger, who hurt his right foot Tuesday in an exhibition game, will
fly to the San Francisco Bay area
on Thursday for an examination
by team orthopedist Jerrald
Goldman.
McGwire said it felt similar to
an injury to his left fascia - connective tissue in the foot - that
forced him to miss the final two
months of the 1994 season.
"Let's face It, it's not good," he
said. "We probably won't know
for a couple of weeks until all the
swelling goes down. There's a lot
more swelling, and it seems to be
a lot worse than two years ago."
McGwire, who said he was unable to sleep well Tuesday night,
said he expects to have an MRI
on the foot once the swelling subsides.
McGwire, who has missed 235
of the Athletics' 420 games during the past three seasons because of injuries, hurt his foot
while running the bases in an exhibition game against the Chicago Cubs in Mesa.
Red Sox
Kevin Mitchell took batting
practice with Boston for the first
time.
"I cant compete with Mo,"
Mitchell said Wednesday after
taking turns in the batting cage
with Vaughn and Mike Greenwell. "I'm going to give him his
money's worth, though."
The former NL MVP took a few
rounds in the batting cage and
then shagged flies in the outfield.
He hit more line drives than
home runs, and many of the long
balls he did hit on the practice
field at City of Palms Park might
have been singles off of Fenway
Park's Green Monster.

cial sponsor.
"I appreciate the fact that
we're sitting here debating
about the deal," said Sen.
Thomas Bromwell, chairman
of the Senate Finance Committee. "[Butlpeople are waiting
in line for the NFL."
Bromwell, D-Baltlmore
County, said he could remember how poorly his restaurant business did after the
Baltimore Colts left town in
1984.
Since then, Maryland legislators have been trying to lure
a team back to Baltimore. In
1987, the General Assembly
approved financing plans for a
new baseball park In Baltimore - Camden Yards - and
for a football stadium If a
team ever returned to the city.
Last November, Glendening
announced Modell's intention
to move the Cleveland Browns
to Maryland.
NFL owners approved the
move, but some Maryland
lawmakers have not been as
quick to back the project.
Although Senate President
Thomas V. Mike Miller and
House Speaker Casper Taylor
are supportive, stadium supporters have been forced to
work furiously to counteract
gains made by stadium opponents earlier in the 90-day session of the General Assembly.
Polls have shown widespread of the projects by
voters statewide.
But the turning point came a
few weeks ago, when Modell
agreed to repay the state $24
million toward the cost of
building the stadium. That
seemed to satisfy enough opponents to ensure passage.

Todd Spangler
The Associateo" Press
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San Francisco Giants pitcher Osvaldo Fernandez covers the plate after throwing a wild pitch.
"I would have stretched them
into doubles," Mitchell said, smiling.
Indians
Dennis Martinez will get his
ninth consecutive opening day
start on April 1, putting him
ahead of two Cy Young Award
winners in Cleveland's rotation.
"We've got four No. 1 pitchers.
Toss a coin," manager Mike Hargrove said Wednesday after he
informed Martinez of the decision. "We would have felt comfortable and confident in starting
any of the four. We just felt that

ATTENTION:
Bowling Green Students and Alumni

Dennis should be the one."
The April 1 game against the
New York Yankees will be Martinez's third opening day start in
three seasons since he signed
with the Indians as a free agent
In December of 1993. He also
started his last six openers with
Montreal, a string that began in
1988.
Blue Jays
Toronto acquired outfielder
Scott Pose from the Cleveland
Indians for infielder Joe Us.
Pose, the first batter and
baserunner in Florida Marlins
history, will report to Syracuse.
The speedy outfielder is strong
defensively but weak at the plate.
First baseman DJ. Boston,
third baseman Tom Evans, outfielder Angel Ramirez and pitch-

STUDENT TICKETS ONLY $7.50 (reg. $16)

ers Mark Sievert and Mike Gordon were sent to Syracuse.
Athletics
The AL is sending umpire
Marty Springstead and league
executives Derek Irwin and Dick
Wagner to the Oakland Coliseum
on Thursday to check on the
renovations.
If Oakland's stadium isn't
ready, another site will have to
be found for the season-opening
series against Toronto.

College Hockey at the Joe
iy, March 15

5:00pm- B.G.S.U. vs. L.S.S.U.
&30pn'M.S.U.vs.UofM
Saturday, March 16
Championship Game
7:30 pm

JOE LOUIS ARENA

UMASS

Vancouver, British Columbia; Continued from page nine.
San Francisco and New Orleans
Center Marcus Camby, who
have been mentioned for the twogame series, although the AL in- missed by one vote Tuesday besists no other sites have been coming a unanimous All-America
selection, also had a strong tourconsidered.
nament.

■
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ANNAPOLIS, Md. - The
Maryland Senate on Wednesday voted In favor of providing money for a $200 million
Baltimore stadium for NFL
team owner Art Modell.
Senators who opposed the
plan asked that money to build
the stadium In the shadow of
Oriole Park at Camden Yards
be used for school construction instead.
But their proposal was
defeated by a 25-22 margin.
More amendments were expected to be offered by stadium opponents In hopes of
blocking financing for both
the Baltimore structure and
$70.5 million In road and infrastructure Improvements to
be made around a planned
Washington Redskins stadium
in Landover.
The vote on the first proposal - an amendment by Sen.
Roy Dyson, D-St. Mary's - was
expected to offer a gauge of
how the rest of the voting
would go on the stadium.
It seemed to indicate that financing for both stadiums
would clear the Senate with
Gov. Parris Glendening's
$14.5 billion budget and would
be passed on to the House of
Delegates.
Supporters of the stadium
fought off a second amendment by the same 25-22 margin, then gained ground on a
third amendment as the Senate voted 30-16 to reject a proposal guaranteeing the state
would get any money that
might come from selling the
stadium's name to a commer-

DON'T
FORGET TO
VOTE IN
THE
USG
ELECTIONS
TODAY!

about winning."
Winning shouldn't be a problem against Central Florida, although UMass is trying to take
the Golden Knights seriously
after they won the TransAmerica Conference tournament.

"What makes Marcus special is
that he doesn't care about stats,"
"They've been playing thenCalipari said. "If he did, he'd get
30 points, IS rebounds and eight best basketball lately," UMass
blocks a game, but he just cares point guard Edgar Padilla said.

Union 9 am to 5 pm
Library 4 pm to 11 pm

Charge by Phone (4191474-1333

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG

COME SEE WHAT ALL THE FUSS IS ABOUT
Seasonal/Casual Merchandiser
The Coco-Colo Bottling Componu of Northern Ohio hos this position
ovoiloble in our Toledo Soles Center. Condidote must possess o volid
driver's license; o CDL Closs fl is preferred ond must hove o good driving
record. Individual will work full-time throughout the summer, reducing to
port-time hours the remoinder of the yeor. Schedules would include
weekend work ond night hours. Responsibilities include stocking shelves,
building displays ond product rotation, flpplu in person at:
The Coca-Cola Bottling Company
of Northern Ohio
3970 Catawba Street
Toledo, OH 43612
Attn: Human Resource Administrator - TM
.Vo phone calls please*!
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Pippen may be out two weeks
with tendinitis in right knee
Mike Nidel
The Associated Press
CHICAGO - Scottte Pippen,
cue of the two players the Chicago Bulls absolutely must have
to win the NBA title, will miss up
to two weeks with an assortment
of injuries.
Bulls general manager Jerry
Krause said Wednesday that tendinitis in Pippen's right knee will
sideline the All-Star forward for
10-14 days. Pippen also has been
nursing back and ankle injuries.
Coach Phil Jackson had said
earlier In the day that Pippen
would miss Wednesday night's
home game against the Washington Bullets but might play before
the end of the week.
Later, however, Krause said:
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"Scottle will begin immediate
treatment for his tendinitis and,
for the next week, will not touch
a basketball."
The Bulls already have the
maximum three players on the
injured list - BUI Wennington,
Dickey Simpkins and Jack Haley.
They cant put Pippen on the list
unless they activate Haley, who
hasn't played at all this season.
Wennington must sit out until
after Friday's game while Simpkins cant be activated for almost
a week.
Pippen is averaging 20.7
points, second on the team to Michael Jordan, the other star of
the Bulls' championship teams of
1991, 1992 and 1993. Led by Jordan and Pippen, Chicago took a
54-7 record into the Wednesday's

game and was on a pace to become the only team In NBA history to win 70 games.
Jackson said that having his
best players healthy Is more important than getting 70 wins.
Even if the Bulls fail short of that
mark, they probably will have
the league's best record - and
homecourt advantage throughout
the playoffs.

UNDERDOGS
Continued from page nine.

top seeds, Kentucky (28-2) plays
San Jose State (13-16) in the
Midwest Regional at Dallas,
Connecticut (30-2) meets Colgate
(15-14) In the Southeast Regional
at Indianapolis, and Purdue
(25-5) faces Western Carolina
(17-12) In the West Regional at
Albuquerque, N.M.
Kentucky Is coming off a

shocking loss to Mississippi State
in the Southeastern Conference
tournament final, a defeat that
snapped the Wildcats' 27-game
winning streak.
"We will not be full of ourselves," coach Rick Pitino said.
"Right now, we have a humble
group of young men."
While Colgate appears to be
overmatched against UConn, the
Red Raiders do have one of the

best big men in the country.
Sophomore center Adonal Foyle
was second in the nation in
blocked shots and third in rebounds.
"When you have a great player,
you always have a chance to be in
the game," Colgate coach Jack
Bmen said.
Connecticut star Ray Allen
says the Huskies arent taking
Colgate lightly.

imposes on the game," Auriemma said. "I think that's her
biggest strength."
Though only 5-9, Johnson is a
fierce rebounder and defender
who brought the same fire to
Louisiana Tech that Rlzzotti gave
Connecticut. Johnson averaged
15.3 points and 6.3 rebounds, shot
52 percent and unless she gave
away too much size, guarded the
other team's best player.
"Vickie is very strong," Lou-

isiana Tech coach Leon Barmore
said. "Her lower body Is built
real solid, so she's not easily
knocked around. She's always active and moving and Jumps very
well. There's very few times you
look out on the floor and see
Vickie Johnson standing still."
Byears, a 5-11 senior, can
wreck a defense all by herself.
She averaged 22.7 points and 11.8
rebounds in leading DePaul to a
berth in the NCAA tournament.

ALL-AMERICANSContinued from page nine.

Rizzottl's scoring is down
"We are going to take some slightly this season, 10.8 points a
precautions In thus struggle for game, but her value lies in other
him to try to rejuvenate him- areas -- running the team, passself," Jackson said.
ing, playing defense and diving
for loose balls. The 5-5 senior
Pippen has had chronic back averaged 5.7 assists, 3.1 steals
pain since a 1988 operation to and untold floor burns.
remove a hernlated disc. His
"It's a whole combination of
knees, especially his right one, things with her, mainly her
have bothered him all season. leadership and her will that she

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS

—DANCE MARATHON—
Dane* MenMhon la taiwasltandl
March 16-17.1B8e
BGSU Rec Center
Admissions IS Free
Com* support BGSU larg.lt student run
Phlanelropy
—DANC* MARATHON—
*Pre-Physical Therapy Club*
Join mux travel to MCO kx our mml
Burl We am mealing el 6.00 p.m. on Wad.
March 20. Please RSVP to Megan a!3S2-1215
by Friday. Me/cn 15
'Pre-Physical Therapy Ck*'
•VOTE TODAY - VOTE TODAY'
OORE/WECKESSER
USO PRES/VP
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
MARCH 1ZTH1 13TH INTERNET
MARCH 14TH AT THE UNION IAM-SPM
A AT THE LIBRARY 4PM-11PM
•VOTE TODAY - VOTE TOOAV

Falcon Frenzy it coming to BGSU I
SibanKkte Weekend
April 12.13.14
Look lor further infol

Fashion Merchandising Association
Creative Hustons'
Feehlon end Design Show
Mar. 15.800 p.m. Grand Ballroom
Free Admission

Hall WFAL raise money lor THE INK.
Today sterling at noon, DJS Mark and Dan
we* broadcast lor 48 hours. Sign up to
donate a lump sum or per-hour broadcast.
A« proceeds go to THE LINK. Donationeare
bursarable. For more information, call
372-241S. or stop and see Mark and Dan
in our W.st Hall Studios

NCAA TOURNAMENT

PIKAPPSTYLEI
American Meriting Aeeoclallon
Whar Happy Houre

Where: BW-3

PI Kappa Phi Open Ruah/
NCAA Tourney Party

When: Friday, March 15th
Time: 5:00-7:00pm

TONIGHT AT 7:00PM
APCS - PURCHASING CLUB - APCS
DonT lor gel the social
TONIOMT
BW3@Spm See you there
APCS - PURCHASING CLUB - APCS

•ring your klende to the PI Kepp House
next to Jerome Library lor P iua. enaeka,
eode end plenty ol tournament act Ion!
For more Into call Jefl el 372-3530

BGSU
Men's Rugby
Good Luck in
HINGT0N DC
The Women Ruggers

Hay Roto players and War gamers, Spring
Gameslest "96 is this weekandl Fn. 0 - midnight & Sat 2 midnight. 2nd door Ed. Bldg
Call Eric lor details. 353-7510
Join UAO a Be a director I

Attention

Director Applications now available
in Office ol Student Activities (330 Union)
Applications due by 3/18 at 5pm.
77? can Stave al 2-2343
GREAT EXPERIENCE - CHECK IT OUTI

GOREAVECKESSER
OORE/WECKESSER
GORE/WECKESSER
GORE/WECKESSER
•VOTE TODAYGO RETWECKESSER
OORE/WECKESSER
GOREAVECKESSER

SERVICES OFFERED

8BX-SBX'SBX'SBX
Personalized
Graduation Announcements
41 hour aerv Ice
Hln. Order otIS
Stop In and aaa uef

Lions. Tigers. Bears, Oh My I
Carnival Games. Marine Lab, Free Willy
Mud Hens. Dinosaur Lights a Morelll
Sibs a Kids Weekend at BGSU
April 12. 13* 14
JOIN THE FALCON FRENZYI
More details coming

AVAILABLE
RENTALS

Call now to reserve a table lor a romantic
French dinner on Fnday. March 15 from 7 to
10pm at the French House (on campus). U includes an appetizer, e homemade dessert, a
drink, and a Howerl Sponsored by tha Great
Harvest Bread Co. in Sylvania Call 3722871
for reservations.
We invite you to investigate
Tha Baha'l FaHh
Fridays 3pm Rrn. 1000 BA
For mlo 2873230 (local call)
or 353-8175 ask lor Melinda

FOR

•96-'97
2 Bedrooms
•
•
•
•

VOTE-VOTE-VOTE-VOTE-VOTE
Nathan Green/Jennifer Georges
For USC President and Vice President

824 6TH ST.
801 & 803 5TH ST.
309 HIGH
709 5TH ST.
For More
Information Call

•Answering the Call tor
Effective Leadership'

NEWLOVE
Rentals
352-5620

VOTE-VOTE-VOTE-VOTE-VOTE

Our Only Office

March 12-13 Vote on the Internet
March 14: Union 8am 5pm,
Jerome Library 4pm 11 pm

You Can Be Amused This Summer
Or You Can Afford
Amusement All Year Long.
If you're looking for a great paying job that doesn't end when tha
summer does...take a tip from us. Red Lobster offers flexible,
summer schedules for individuals looking for part or full-time
employment in Sandusky When the summer ends, your job
doesn't have to end with Red Lobster. You have an opportunity to
transfer to your local Red Lobster. We have full- and part-time
opportunities for:
t
t
t
f
S
S
t

WAITERS/WAITRESSES
HOSTS/HOSTESSES
UNE COOKS
DISHWASHERS
BARTENDERS
FOOD PRODUCTION
ALLEY COORDINATORS

So, if you have spending needs that last beyond the summer,
join the team at Red Lobster, and make your good times count.
Apply in parson Monday, Wednesday-Friday from 2pm-4pm and
Tuesday from 10am-5pm at one of the following locations:
Red Lobster
4106 Milan Road

Sandusky
(4191625-1122

Red Lobster
1422 Reynolds Road
Maumea
(419) 893-9494

Red Lobster.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

353-7732
■SBX'SBX'SBX'SBX

PERSONALS

30% oil on a« clothing
T.O.sBOOE.Wooeler
Across Irom Kohl Hall.

PI PHUT Stack) Pi Phi
Tonight's the night you1"" find out
What being a link) is all about
I'l promise 10 teach you about the bonds
ol wine and blue
As your Big I will be loving and true
BigT?

Attention Spring Breakers!
Last minute specials to
Panama City
Cancun
Jamaica
Lowest Price Guaranteed
E ndless Summer Tours
1-400-234-7007

PiPhiLrEmilyPiPhi
I knew from the start
You'd find a special place in my heart.
Although you're confused about my identity
Come to the house and you wilt see
Exactly who your Big wii be
PiPhiLrEmilyPiPhi

153-7732
■SBX'SBX'SBX'SBX

EVENING IN PARIS II'

-SBX'SBX'SBX'SBX'
Personated
Graduation Amouncemonle
41 hour service
Mln. Order 18
Slop In and as* ua!

SKYDfVE B.G. SAYS 'JUMP INTO SPRING'
1st Jump classes starting Apr! S. Student and
group discounts. Visa A MC accepted. 10
minutes from BGSU. SKYDfVE B G. 352-5200

AIBQSEA Members
Run lore 1008-g7 officer position
Pick up officer descriptions and
applications in 410 Education.

TiyNewC^R)^
■i

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy tests. Confidential and
caring. 354-4673 BQ Pregnancy Center

CITY EVENTS

I
I

I

'Pi Beta Phi-LIL ANNE MARIE Pi Beta Phi
Oh, Ann. Marl.: You are die
apple ol my eye.
Arm. Marie. You are e Pi Beta Phi
Arm. Maria, Soon you will see the
Great Big/Lil pair we will De.
Big?

•Pi Beta Phill Kalny-Pi Ben Phi'
Some have bean las and some have been tru.
Bui I promise you this time. I'm truthful with
youl
Tonight Is the night when you And out
What being a little is all about i
Youll run through the house unOI you And
Thai us. as Big/Lil. are one of a kindl
Have you guess who I am?
Better think again and I'll see you around ten!
•Pi Beta Mil Kathy-Pi Beta Phi

—XL RENEE""
My dear LH Rene, with a twinkle in
her eye A a beautiful smile. I've been
e mystery lor quite a while l You A tare
the perfect pair, many memories wa
will sharei The time is now. the time is
right- I cant wait to reveal mysell
TonightH See you at 0:301 Love. Big?
"•Tl RENEE""
Alpha Xi Delta
LilHeidDon't be sad and don't be blue cause
here's another little eitra due:
I'm bright and bubbly and .noted lor you
Only lime will tell it you are tool
SeayouFridayl
Love. Your Big??

continued on p. 12

great
scores...

great
skills...
Kaplan helps you locus
your teat prep studies and
your confidence, so you can
get a higher acore.

1-800-KAP-TEST
get a higher score

KAPLAN

At Any Dining Centers

Register To Win...
A Grand Prize of a
Limousine Ride,
Dinner at T.G.I. Fridays,
and tickets to

The Festival Series

COMMUNICATIONS • MEDIA • FILM • MARKETING
FINANCE • BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
ARTS & SCIENCES • PRE-LAW
• Major motion picture studios
• Multinational Banks & Financial Institutions
• North American Computer Company
• Hong Kong Television Network

Artist-

Arturo Sandoval
& The Jazz Arts Group
Pick up entry blank at the register.

Drawing on March 20,19%

• Hotel Chain
• American Camera and Film Company
• Hong Kong Dally Newspaper

andothar

APPLY NOW AND GAIN INTERNATIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
Syracuse University Study Abroad '119 Euclid Ave • Syracuee. NY 13244
315-443-3471 • DIPAOauadmln.ayr.aou

Classifieds
page twelve

The BG News

continued from p. 11

AOH'AOM'AOII
Congratulation* Tari Knag an8 Paula Pkjmmer
on b*ng accepted Into Order of Omega Way
toGol
.

ATTENTION!
The BGSU Healtr. Center Service
oil be boating a totally FREE
OPEN HOUSE* you are nwMdl
Thursday, March 14

«.4Spm-« :00 pm
Freebiei include: healthy anacka. blood
preeaure screarnngs A much morel
Brewstor's now ha* bigger better
Happy Hours
Men.-Sat 12-9
Enjoy $1 specials on pint*, wmga. A hofoOg*
Also lake advantage ol Double Mix Drinks for a
etngle.
Ceiobrate Si Par* Day at
Brews ters with the Beefcarvor* on
Saturday. Dress lor the occasion $50 goes to
best costume. (The more green the better).
Checker'* Pub presents Laser Linda's Karoke
every Sun..Tues.. Wed, evenlnoa.
CONGRATULATIONS
DELTA TAU DELTA
For winning the Phi Tau'a
3- Point Con test
CONGRATULATIONS
DELTA TAU DELTA
and their line brothers
tor their Bowling lor Kids
Victory
0AYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK!
Break away lo the honest action in Florida
where guys meet girls! New motel on tie
ocean, AAA-ated. beach volleyball, tree MTV.
Pool and wet bar open 24 hours. Don't be left
out ol this Special Promotion Call
1-600-682-0819
Dae Zee* Phi Tau• Dae Zee' Phi Tau
The sister* of Delta Zeta would fake to thank
our wonderful knockout coach •
J.P. Knappl
Dee Zee * Phi Tau * Dee Zee * Phi Tau
Dee Zee'Lambda Chi Alpha Maze Craie'OsoZee
Congrala to Emiily, Lii. Pee, A Ellen for 1st
Piece! In the Lsmbda Chi Alpha Maze
Craze!
Dee Zee'Lambda Chi Alpha Maze Craze'DeeZee
Dee Zee-Phi Tau Knockout'Dae Zee
Congrats to Lindsay for placing 6th in Phi Kappa Tau Knockout'
Dae Zee"Phi Tau KnockoufDae Zee
Don't ruin your spring vacation because you're
too cheap to buy a tanning package.
Campus Tanning * 352-7889
DZ-DZ-DZ-DZ
The sisters ol Delta Zeta would like to thank the
presidents of the following fraternities A sororities for their participation in our spaghetti dinner. Pi Kappa Phi. Phi Kappa Tau, Theta Chi.
Lambda Chi Alpha. Sigma Kappa. Alpha Xi
Delta, and Delta Gamma.
Thanks for your support!
EUROPE S229
Carnt»earvMei>co$lB9
Be a kto* flexible and save AM
Well help you beat the airline price*.
Detonation* worldwide.
AIRHITCH •00-326-2009
airhilcb€>netcom com
GET READY FOR SPRING BREAK
20% off ell sunglasae* with this ad. Ray Ban
Serengen. Bolle, many in stock Catalogs
available 1022 N Protpect BG 352 2502
Granle. Scholarships Available!!!
Billion* ol Sis In private funding.
Qualify Immediately. 1-800-400-0209.

BEST JOBS IN BG
Build Your Resume And
Earn Great Pay.

Student Publications
is hiring
Account
Executives
to sell yellow page
advertising in the
campus directory.
Work from April
through June.

Help WFAL raise money for THE LINK
Today starting at noon. DJ's Mark and Dan
wal broadcast tor 48 hours Sign up to
donate a lump sum or per hour broadcast.
All Proceed* go to THE LINK Donation* are
bursarable. For more Informason can
372-2418, or slop and see Mark and Dan in
our West Hal Studios.

HUGE BOOK SALE
Thursday - Friday - Saturday
Book* up »7S%0fl
Ground* for Thought
174 S. Mam • Downtown
Join UAO A Be A Director I
Director Applications now available
in Office of Student Activities (330 Union)
Applications due by 3/18 at 5pm
7?? call Steve at 2 2343
GREAT EXPERIENCE - CHECK IT OUTII
KKG'KKO'KKQ'KKG'KKO'KKa-KKO-KKG
Congratulationi to the following Kappas on being accepted to Order of Omega: Jennifer
Banasttk, Beth Bender, Julie Fenetarmaker. Heather Hoy, Knsty Sheldon, end
Tiffany Sollle. We're very proud of all of youl
KKO-KKG-KKG-KKO-KKO-KKG-KKO-KKO
UT Sarah,
Roses are red.
Violets are blue.
I know who you are.
You'll soon know me tool
Just wait til tonightYour guessing will end
When you search for your 'Big'
Youll And a special friend"
Pi Phi Love Always.
Your Big?!
Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Sooety
for Juniors and Seniors
Applications now available
405 Student Services
Deadline March 20 by 540pm
Any questions, call Mick at 354 -6915
Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Sooety
Pi Beta Phi BIG LIL LI KRISTI Pi Beta Phi
I can't wail for you to
know who I ant.
I know we wil be the beiiot friend*!!
'I will see you at the house at 9:30'
Big?
PI Beta Phi' Lli' Julia S.
IT Julia,
The hum is on and you will soon see
what a great bigyM pair wa wil be
Gel reedy for a big surprise because
your due* so tar have ell been lea.
I can 1 wart to ahow you who lam
I love you line so welcome to the lam.
Love, Your Big
Lll'Julie S. ■ PI Bele Phi

PI Phi BkjAII PI Phi
U'Cotleen,
Get ready for tonight
If* going to be a blast
So come to the house
At rsna and half past
We're going to be rockln'
As scon as you see
That your big just may not
Be who you're expecting to aee
So get all excited and put on a amile
Cause your big will be revealed in a while
Love. Your Big
PI Phi BlgT.ll PI Phi
PiPhiLirjenelle.
To my line Jeneas, the hunt has begun. Tonight will be excited end loaded with fun. I can't
wait tM this day comes to en end. Youll And not
only a Big, but also a friend.
Love. Your Big

THIS BaSrLL' PAIR IS JUST
RIGHT. I LOVE YOU LfTTLE.
BE AT THE HOUSE AT 9:30.
LOVE, BIG ?
Pi Phi Lil Diane PI PIH
Tonight wil be the beginning
of a great Big Lil pair forvar.
Come to the house at 9:30 lor
a night ol laughs and smiles.
Any Guesses?
Love Big??
PI Phi Lil Kim H. Pi Phi
Tonight's the night that you will we
What an awesome Big/LMe pair we wl be
Tonight will be exciting and loaded with
fun because the hunt is almost done.
So come to the house before tan
and we wil meet up once again I
Love, BIG??

You think you know ma,
but I'm «ure you don't
Nonetheless, we'll asl be
the best Bkyia pair there ever wil be.
Be at the house at 9 30 to see.
)ust who your idiot big wil be.
PI Phi Love.
Big???
SIGEP"SIGEP SIGEP
Congratulation* to
Ryan Cape
Brother of the Week

2 to 4 Subiaaaars naadad tor aummar.
La roe two badroom. Closa to campus, rant naooiiaDta. 352-7311.
rarnaK Subtaaaar wanted lor Summar.
$150/mo. Closa to campus Start ft/i'M

372-57«5
totaraslad In buying 2 Garth Brooks OchOB in
Ctavaland. Cal 353-31 SO.
Local Band*.. .Wa want your muatol
Sand your tapavCD'a/whatavar to Bin C. c/o
WFAL 120 Watt Hall BGSU to ba piayad on
Raolonal Radio avaty Sunday tt-10 pm. on
WFALtmoaOycablaSO.
Mala or female subfeaser from now unM May.
$22Smo Close to campus. Electric 4 phone
only. Very nice apt. Cal 353-3212.
MUST summer sublease a 2 bdrm. house.
Spacious kitchen A living room. Convemeni
distance from campus. Very clean. Call any
day after Spm, 352-4196.
Summer Subteasers needed for 5 bedroom
house. Close to campusl For more info cal
3KM414 or 372-4507 or 372-6174.
Summer aubleasera. 3 bedroom plus base
manl. Great location, room tor up to five.
$495/mo. No deposits Pets allowed. Call Mepanal 354-7066.
Wanted
2 students to share a large bedroom in a
house. Fall 06/juty 97 Very dose to campus
Rent under $200. Call 352-3005.

HELP WANTED

$ Cruise Ships Hinngi
Students Needed'
$«.Free Travel
(Caribbean. Europe. Hawaii!)
Seasonal/ Permanent
No Exper. Necessary
Gde. 919-929-4398 extC2073

Athleleeol the Week:
'A' Basketball
Congralulallon* to Theta CM
•A' Baaketball Champa
Theta Chi' Theta Chi' Theta Chi
STUDY ABROAD/FINANCIAL AID MEETING
If you are planning to study abroad this summer or during the 1996-97 academic year.
please attend a meeting on Wednesday.
March 20,1996 at 2:00pm in the Tart Room Hi
the Union. Please call Salty Raymont at
372-03091! you have any questions.

ALASKA
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
• Fishing Industry Students Needed I
Earn up to $3,000 $6,000 ♦/month.
Many employers provide room A board
A transportation Male or Female.
No experience necessary
Join thousands of other students
nationwide and enjoy the most
beautiful scenery in the U.S I

'Answering the Call for
Effective Leadership'
VOTE-VOTE-VOTE-VOTE-VOTE

■MED.
\ 1 ITEM
■PIZZA

4

| Add Breadsticks • S2
I Coupon

75!

Are you 'Outgoing
'Self-Motivated
•Goal-Or ten ted
*A Teem Player
'Sales Experience
helpful but not necessary
The BG News is looking for successful advertising account executives tor Fal 1996/Spnng
1997 Applications available at 204 West Hal
or call John Virosiek at 372-2605 for more details.
BEST SUMMER JOB IN BG
GAM GREAT MARKETING/SALES EXPERIENCE AND EARN GREAT PAY SELLING
YELLOW PAGE ADS FOR THE STUDENT
PHONE DIRECTORY. WORK FROM APRIL
THROUGH JUNE APPROXIMATELY 20
HOURS A WEEK. CALL 372-0430 FOR
MORE INFORMATION OR STOP BY 204
WEST HALL FOR AN APPLICATION. APPLICATION DEADLINE IS MARCH 21.

GOOOAIA.

COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 poertlonel Coed aummar camp. Pocono
Mine PA. Good salaryyUpal (806) 668->339.
COUNSELORS. Cook/kitchen mgr. needed at
co-ed Bummer camp near Ann Arbor. Ml. Cal
313-878-6628 for more Into.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up B
$2,000 * /month working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies World Travel. Seasonal
A full time employment available. No experience necessary For more information cal
1-206-971 3550 exl C55445
Earn $5.50 to $7.00/hr working outdoors in
BG, Maumee. and Sylvania. Quality Tuition
Painters is hiring students to fill painter and
foreman positions. Exp helpful but not necessary. Positions filling quickly. Call
1-800-358-5987 tor more into.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials prowled. Send SASE to P.O. Box 774.
Olathe.KS 66051.
Easter Bunny A Photographer Wanted. March
23 - April 8. Fn.- Sat. 4-8 p.m. Apply at the
Woodland Mall Office. 1234 N. Main SL
Good cook needed immediately at BG Country
Club. Must be able to work some lunches.
Great summer job. Apply in person 923 Fair
view Ave.. 352-3100.
HOME TYPISTS
PC Users needed. $45,000 income potential
Call 1-600 513-4343 Ext. B-9849
SUMMERJOBS
A fun place to work and a lifelong learning experience await you at YMCA Camps Ohryesa
and Ni&sokone1 Are you a canng, creative A
enthusiastic person? Do you enjoy being outdoors and have prior experience working with
children? Now hiring male A female resident
and day camp counselors, lifeguard/swim instructors, equestrian staff, ropes course facilitators, art teacher, nature instructor. Applications available in student employment office or
cal David Marks (610) 887-4533.

SUPPORTED LIVING PROVIDER - Persons
needed to provide direct care services to individuals who have mental retardsDon/developmental disabilities. High School
diploma or GED required. Flexible schedule.
Application deadline 3/22/96 Application
packets may be obtained at Wood Lane Administrative Services, Entrance 8.11180 East Gypsy Lane Road, Bowling Green. Mon. through
Fri.. between 8:00am - 430pm. EOE.

^352-5166^

RESIDENTIAL ACES - Minimum sophomore
classification. Should not be enroled in classes
during the Program. Room, board, and salary.
Residential experience and activity programming helpful.
TUTORS - Classroom assistant. Minimum
sophomore classification. 2 S GPA required m
selected course tor tutoring (Mathematics.
English, Science. History, Foreign Language,
or Fine Arts). Must be available during she
morning or early afternoon hours. Monday m Fnday. Non-Residential Salary based on
qualifications.
INSTRUCTORS - Bachelor's degree required
in selected course ol instruction (Mathematics,
English, Science. History. Foreign Language,
or Fine Arts). Must be available during she
morning or early afternoon hours, Monday m Friday. Non-Residential. Salary based on
qualifications
APPLICANTS SHOULD SUBMIT A TRANSCRIPT (or copy Of) WITH APPLCATION
Applications are available at 37 College Park
Office Building and are due by March 22

307 S. Maim SL ■ B.G.
pb. 354-1388

BGSU'S BREAKFAST PLACE
(Serving Breakfast All Day)

\
%

Live Acoustical Guitar

M.T. lHUOGS

1 Raaaonaole Round Trip Ticket
B Orlando Fl. tor detail call

372 3651
12 « 60 Hallmark mob4e home, unique berrv
sided interior, sprayed ceilings, garden tub.
New furnace, water heatar, floor insulation.
and back door. Musi see Inienor to appredale.
Asking A6S0O. Only 10 maes from BG, Lesimdale. S88 (Weston), 669-3910.
1986 Ponuac 8000 LE. good condition, good
milea. $1000.00. For more information cal

353Q318
Beautiful double loft. University
approved. 1150 OBO. Call Sam @
3S3-2345
Dorm sind fridge. *40 Peavy 65 Wal amp
$150 OBO. Jyhad cards (SSOO . value) Aral
$250. Call 352-6130 ask tor Aaron.
For Sale: Electric guitar and amp. 354-3093.
Call anytime.

FOR RENT
'3534325' Reduced Relee'
1 or 2 badroom apt*. Efficiencies A rooms
300 block of E. Marry
9.10.12.15 mo. lease* tor 96-97 school year
' Summer Apartment* Available *
Call3S3-032S
Very close to campus. A/C. Furnished
2 BDRM STUOENT RENTALS FOR
SUMMER OR FALL 1 BDRM APTS. FOR
QRAD. STUOENTS. 3S2-3445
Effic. 1 A 2 bdrm. apts in house*.
12 mo. leases only starting in May. Sieve
Smith 352-8917. (no calls alter 9:00pm)
Furnished 2 bdr. span.. Utilities not included.
Call 669-3038.
House - 236 Troup No pets, reference* req.
•695 plui utii. Available May 15. 1996 through
May 16.1997.352-6647
Houses. 1 A 2 bedroom Furnished apt.
1 year.g month, and summer lessee

Call 352 7454
J.ym.r * The Hlghlanda
The Homestead
1 -2 bedroom, spacious, A/C, Clean, gas. heat,
storage, parking. For serious ar. A grad. atudenl start $395 Cal 354-6038 10-5
One bedroom apartment
AVAILABLE NOW
Call 354-8800
Piedmont Corporation
Mm Storage Spaces Available
352-7581

Management Inc.
Large 3 Bdrm. 120 1/2 N.
Prospect St. close to downtown
& campus 12 mo. lease starting
8-15-96, up to 4 occupants.
$750/mo-t-utJI. 353-5800

Management Inc.
■in Mia MM MIH am m MM
1 & 2 Bdrms available at our
Hillsdale Apts. very spacious,
carports. Starts$350/mo3535800 only a few still remaining

Management Inc.
EVERGREEN APARTMENTS,
1 BDRM or EFF. units, laundry
on site, tons of parking. Located
behind ODOT at 215 E. Poe Rd
353-5800

%
Specials Every Night & Day

Preferred Properties
530 South Maple St.
352-9378
Fox Run
Haven House
Piedmofil
Birchwood

'89 Chevy 4>4 Silverado New engirwmany
new para. 16000 O.B.O. Call Jason after 5
pm.ai 352-7061.

\,

Open until 8:00p.m. Mon. -Fri. 2.00p.m. Sat. &Sun

SEPTEMBER'S
CHILDREN

FOR SALE

Hermit's Family Restaurant

Perwomng ,

| FREE DELIVERY |

Bowling Green

Cfntdcare wanted In my home. Ref. required.
Mon-Thurs. 7.30-830am and/or 3 30-5 30pm
Call 353-3089.

No

Limit! i

I f-Pisgnclte's ■
■ Pizza'
146 North Main

Student Publications is now accepting appscsv
,Bone for account executives to eel yeeow page
advertising in the BGSU campus directory.
iSucceeaful candidates must be able to work 20
;houm per week Aprl through July, ba aoonse■sive, well-organized, and interested in earning
Veetpey.
To apply, stop by 204 West Hal or call Toby at
372-0430 for more Intermaion. Leave a meesage.AppieceikJn deadline Is Merch 21,

The Upward Bound Program is a pre-college
preparatory program and offers an on-campus
summer enrichment program for high school
students. Applicants must meet all the requirements listed below:

1 -aot-971 -3810 «sl A58443
Student Employment Services

I inn
I IdtrM

Only 2 positions

CEDAR POINT
SUMMERJOBS
Cedar Point Amusement Park in Sanduaky,
Ohio has over 3.500 positions available this
summer. Cedar Point offers...tow cost housing
and living expenses...college-style social life.
valuable job experience, good wages and a
great bonus program.
To schedule an on-campua interview, cal one '
of our Student Recruiters:
Jamie Brandenburg 353-2146
Chris Lynch 372-1941
Amy Riesterer 372-1520
KnsOrva Sunderman 352-93*30

UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITES
June 23 • August 2

VOTE-VOTEVOTE-VOTE-VOTE
Nathan Green/Jennifer George*

Seasonal Grounds/ Golf Course maintenance
wanted tor summer at Canterbury Green
Apartments in Fort Wayne. In. Contact John
LeeuwQ210-486-4714.

The Cleveland Yachting Club.
Summer positions at exclusive yachting club.
Will tram qualified candidates as: servers, bussers. host/hostess, bartenders, dock attendants, groundskeepers A lifeguards Training dates May 10 thru 17th Interview now for
best positions Weds, thru Sun. 200 Yacht Club
Dr. Rocky River. OH 44116 216-333-1155.

9 9 cents/Mm. Long Distance
Get It or Sell It
800-299-6232x2231

SK3EP-SIGEP-SIGEP

Alaska Job. Earn up to 30K in 3 months. Fishing, construction, canaries, oil fields, plus
more 7 days 407-675-2022 ext. 0561

Sunday morning pianist needed. Family Life
Community Church, corner of Manwile A
Clough. For more info contact Jon Brown at
353-9353.

SIGEP'SIGEP'SIGEP

COUPON

ANGUS
BEEF

1 Mf roommata; honaN. OapondabN), opanm.nd#d. and inanely; lor laroa 4 badroom
houaa. Laroa yard and front porch. $i65/mo.»
utjl Cal 3S2-530S

250 Counselors A Instructors needed)
Private, coed summer camp m PoconoMtns
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box 234BG.
Kentworth. NJ 07033(908) 276-0998.

For USG President and Vice President
March 12-13: Vole on the Internet
March 14: Union 8am-5pm.
Jerome Library 4pm-11 pm

The Finest Beef
Served Anywhere.

WANTED

$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required Begin now. For infocal 301-306-1207.

-

Love. Your Big ??ll

Pi Phi Love,
Big???

TARA GORE AND JIMMY WECKESSER

Pi Phi Lll Juke G..

PIPHI'ULILOIKO'PIPHI
I'm sure you think you know me
But I'm positive you don't.
Go ahead and take a real good gueaaBut guess, I'm sure you won't!

PIPHI-LILAMVPIPHI
Angel* and Arrow*, wine and silver blue.
Which clue* are lie* and which ones
are true?
I hope you're excited and anxious to aee
Exactly who your big wil be!
Be at the house by 930 tonight
And youl soon find out if your guesses
are right I

Vota March 12.13 on tf» Inlamaf
Vow Thum. Mar. 14 In tha Union.
Maka A Diffarano*

Pi Phi Lil Kim Pi Phi
TONIGHT IS THE NIGHT
YOU ARE GOING TO SEE WHO
YOUR BIG FINALLY IS. SO HOLD
ON AMD DONT WORRY.

PI PHI
I always get around by scooter
My favorite shot is purple hooter
Can you guess, do you think you know?
Run, Hurry, Go, Go, Go
I'll see you there at hall past nine
I can! wart 'il you find out
that you're mine!
I LOVE YOU 111
Love. B.g??7

Frtande are ForeverAnd friend* well always be.
Today's the day, the guessing will end
And your 'Big' you soon will seel

Tara Gor« & Jimmy WMiMwr
tor USG PmidtntfVto-Pim
Good Luc*
It ii almost ov*r
May the Besi Team Win
Your Friandt on N Enterprise
TARA GORE AND JIMMY WECKESSEA
USG PRESIDENT AND VP

Love. Big???
HOTIHOTIHOTI
23 Student* to lose B-SObs
New Metabolism breakthrough
Results guaranteed! Free gift with purchase
S29.95 Cost. Call 1 -800-334-1664

Gain great sales
experience.

Open. Call 372-0430
for more information,
or stop by 204 West
Hall for an application.

Pi Phi ■ LI Mercy Beidelschies - Pi Phi
Halo*. Angela. Arrows too. Carnation* wine
and silver blue. The day la here, Ka been tun.
Blg/lll hunt Is almost done Please be at the
house hall past nine to have a really rocking
»me.

Thursday, March 14,1996

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing

Rentihg For 96-97

CHINA BUrTSt
Chinese Restaurant

Eat-In or Carry-out & Health Food for Everyday
OBSMEmtr

Lunch •$4.99
Children Under 12 - $2.99 ' Includes Drink

Chin. BuffM

des

Dinner. $6.99 S

! nnei lime
Children Undot 12 - S3 99 ' Includes DttnK

III .K o\ I It I Mil 1121: M.I/21 VMHHBH
ftOOSTI || \\ I Ml IIIMi 1(1 I i.l I liOOKSTOUH

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

\i.\\ \\s i.ow I.I:I:H run i»

Mon. - Sat.: 11:00 a.m. -10:30 p.m.
Sunday: 12:00 noon -10:00 p.m.

You Snooze You Lose
)

354-2269
354-0929
1060 North Main St.

Bowling Oraan,
OH 43402

